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the beast is a decent boss fight, but it's not without its flaws. the combat is more strategic than the boss fights you've been doing so far, and there are many more variables to take into account. when you're on foot, it's about keeping away from the boss' attacks, and keeping your distance. when you're on torrent, it's about
managing the distance between you and the boss, which is tough when dodging attacks and yielding. beating the beast will net you a rune for your arsenal, and by then you'll have more runes than you did when you started the fight. ashes of war is a useful skill, but it's not essential to getting through the fight. this is a fight
that requires a bit of planning. the first part of the fight is very straightforward; use torrent to launch yourself into the air and into the cannons. you'll need to use runes to break your fall and resist the explosions. the second part of the fight is a bit trickier, however. once you're in the cannons, you'll need to equip the runes
you're collecting. some will be better for short-range attacks, while others will be better for long-range attacks. you'll hear the beast's cries when it's about to strike. when this happens, torrent will release a rune that will provide bonus damage for a few seconds. if you can move in close enough to the target, the rune will
drain the energy and provide a chance for torrent to hit the target, dealing damage. if it misses, you won't lose energy but it'll slow down the attack for a moment, making it easier for you to get out of harm's way.
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